Eugene Ballet – CINDERELLA Sets & Costumes

For more information about the Cinderella set rental contact Production Manager Josh Neckels at 541 485 3992. josh@eugeneballet.org

Cinderella sets designed by Ann Murray and Skip Hubbard. Sets are comprised of back drops and scenery built on rolling units to facilitate quick scene changes. The kitchen scene comprises a up-stage painted scenic unit with a wall oven and 4 painted scenic units the scene cleverly deceives the eye with painted pots and pans offset by real props. The scene plays in front of a woodland backdrop.
Above: Act I Kitchen scene with all the rolling units and up-stage center kitchen unit. The kitchen units play in front of the forest drop

Below: Act I scene 2, the Forest Fairy scene
Above: Act I Forest Fairy scene with Cinderella’s coach

Below: Act II Ballroom scene with hard scenery legs stage left and right
Act II Ballroom scene

Above: Fairy Godmother

Above: Summer Fairy and Attendants
Above: Winter Fairy and attendant

Above Left: Spring Fairy

Right: Autumn Fairy
INVENTORY: SET AND SCENIC PIECES

Scenery
Act I scene 1 & Act III scene 2
Forest drop
3 Tree portals
5 kitchen units

Act I scene 2 & Act III scene 3
Forest drop
3 Tree portals

Act II & Act III scene 1
Ballroom backdrop
5 Ballroom hard legs on wagons with castors

Set Pieces
Kitchen scenes
Kitchen table
2 kitchen chairs
Trunk
Small stool
Bucket

Forest Scene
Grandfather Clock unit on wagon
Coach

Ballroom scenes
Balustrade
4 benches
6 vases with silk/paper flowers
Chandelier (practical)
2 candelabras (practical)
A full set of Cinderella costumes is also available for rent.

A full set of Cinderella costumes is also available for rent.
CINDERELLA LAY OUT

Act I scene I Kitchen

____________________________Kitchen Drop_________________________________

__________________________

_tree legs____________

__________

tree legs

__________________________

_tree legs___

__________

tree legs

__________________________

_side panels_________

chair

__________________________

_tree legs___

__________

tree legs

__________________________

_side panels_________

chair

__________________________

bucket

__________________________

Tree legs

__________________________

Trunk

__________________________

Table

Act I scene 2, Forest

____________________________Kitchen Drop_________________________________

__________________________

_horse___

__________________________

tree legs

__________________________

_tree legs___

__________________________

Tree legs

__________________________

tree legs

__________________________

_tree legs___
DS Scrim

Act II, Palace ballroom

________________________Palace Ball drop________________________

Balustrade candelabra Balustrade candelabra

US Palace Ball Chandelier US Palace

Mid S Palace Mid S Palace

DS Palace

Act III palace Ball same as Act II
Act III Kitchen scene same as Act I
Act III Forest same as Act I